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ABSTRACT
Social upheaval through widespread disinformation, aggressive
automation, and algorithmic oppression have led to an increasing
focus on the ethical considerations of technologists. In response,
researchers and educators have looked to integrate ethics into
Computer Science curricula, either by creating ethics-exclusive
courses or embedding ethics into existing computing topics. Re-
gardless of approach, few ethics integrations seek to explicitly
center counternarratives, narratives opposing dominant narratives
within computing, as a method of instruction. Given an existing
teaching opportunity, our prior experience with computer systems
education, and a lack of existing ethics integrations into computer
systems, we integrated counternarratives into an introductory sys-
tems course. We framed this integration through the House of Com-
puting (HoC), a structural metaphor that frames the computing
discipline as an object for critique. Throughout the course, we pre-
sented counternarratives alongside technical content. We assessed
student understanding of counternarratives through “floorplans”:
metaphorical representations of course units, or floors within the
HoC. Through an analysis of students’ first floorplan, we found that
nearly every student expressed existing or newfound awareness of
structural problems within computing, though the novelty of the
floorplans concept challenged students. Based on this experience,
we offer recommendations for instructors looking to teach com-
puter systems critically or integrate counternarratives into other
computing courses.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Social upheaval throughwidespread disinformation [16], aggressive
automation [13], and algorithmic oppression [4] have led to an in-
creasing focus on the ethical considerations made by technologists.
Computing accreditation requirements mandate that graduates of
computing programs have an understanding of legal and ethical
principles [1], but recent actions taken by computing professionals
and technology companies [9, 22, 36, 45] demonstrate that fulfilling
these requirements is insufficient to change the ethical practice of
these actors. Critiques of technologists specifically, and the field
of computing broadly [44], advocate for more comprehensive in-
tegration of ethics into computing curricula, whereby students
would learn to consider the ethical implications of their work as
a component of their engineering, programming, and design prac-
tice [11, 25].

While critiques and accreditation standards give little guidance
for educators, prior work offers two primary approaches for ad-
dressing students’ ethics education. One approach creates ethics-
exclusive courses: spaces for students’ socio-technical learning sep-
arate from their technical learning, most commonly covering law,
privacy, European philosophy, and inequality [15]. These courses
offer opportunities for in-depth and comprehensive approaches to
ethics education and avoid conundrums where ethics inclusions
are contingent on “if time allows” [18]. Prior work, however, argues
that standalone courses allow students to view their ethical consid-
erations as separate from their engineering work, rather than as an
integrated component of their practice [10, 14, 20, 43]. As an alter-
native, a second approach embeds students’ ethics education into
existing technical coursework. This approach spans several decades
of scholarship [20, 31], and its popularity has increased recently,
with embeddings within artificial intelligence [18], data science [3],
machine learning [37], human-computer interaction [38], and in-
troductory programming courses [14, 34], among others. While
both approaches have their benefits, we center ethics embeddings
in this work because they require less administrative intervention
and offer the opportunity to critique computing in context.

Within courses that embed ethics, instructors have taken several
approaches: adding short ethics modules taught by subject matter
experts [19], inviting guest speakers to present ethics content along-
side technical content [38], and modifying assignments to focus on
ethical considerations, especially with reflections [14, 37]. Existing
integrations provide valuable space for students to consider their
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roles and decisions as individuals, but, as Vakil notes [42], instruc-
tors also need to make space for students to adopt a critical focus
on the structures and systems that they exist within. Approaches
without a structural focus also risk centering dominant narratives
that utilize individualism as a tool to silence, supplant, and distort
the narratives of marginalized groups and individuals [39].

As a vehicle for structurally focused embeddings, counternarra-
tives look to give epistemological weight and theoretical grounding
to narratives that run counter to existing dominant narratives [39].
As an example, one might consider the argument advocating for
ethics integrations into computing curricula as a counternarrative,
one that runs counter to dominant narratives that frame computing
as objective, apolitical, and unbiased, with little need for ethics
education [28]. Pedagogically, counternarratives have been used
in K–12 and teacher education contexts to surface the structural
nature of individual problems, examine underlying motivations and
factors that have lead to these problems, and support students in
social interventions to address problems structurally [30].

Prior ethics embeddings have aligned with counternarrative
pedagogies; any embedding that seeks to center ethics implicitly
employs counternarrative methods, countering dominant CS narra-
tives that frame ethics as “off-topic”. However, while students that
learn counternarratives implicitly may be well positioned to change
their own behavior or incorporate ethics into their decision making,
they might be unprepared to name or advocate against dominant
narratives within computing. One’s ethical decision-making does
not exist in a vacuum, rather it tends to be situated in a broader con-
text of one’s work, one’s positionality, and one’s relationship with
structures of power and oppression. Following counternarrative
scholarship [30], this work looks not only to educate students in
naming dominant narratives, but also to resist and advocate against
them, thus an explicit approach is necessary.

Given this explicit approach, many existing ethics embeddings
could be modified to center counternarratives. For instance, embed-
dings in artificial intelligence (AI) could draw from counternarra-
tives that highlight the racist behavior of so-called “race-neutral”
technologies [4]. Embeddings in Human-Computer Interaction
(HCI) might draw from counternarratives detailing manipulative
interaction design [47], disability studies [26, 40], or diverse gen-
ders in research [23]. However, while prior work has established a
growing list of potential embeddings, courses that center computer
systems remain notably absent.

Unlike AI and HCI, computer systems are an explicit require-
ment of many computing degrees [1]. Additionally, an introductory
course in computer systems that focuses on interactions between
architectural systems design and software abstraction might be
the lowest level of the computational stack around which students
develop proficiency. Given the importance of computer systems
in CS degree programs, the lack of ethics embeddings within com-
puter systems, and the first author’s prior experience researching
computer systems and counternarratives, we felt that explicitly
centering counternarratives into a required, introductory systems
course could create a foothold for multiple avenues of future work.

In this work, we look to take an explicit approach towards inte-
grating counternarratives into an introductory computer systems

course. We describe our process for framing and presenting coun-
ternarratives, establish a counternarrative assessment, and report
student and instructor reflections on the course integration.

2 COURSE DESIGN
We embedded ethics into an introduction to low-level software
(computer systems) course that emphasizes the architectural inter-
face between hardware and software, available for students to take
after their introductory programming sequence, and completed at
a variety of different points along students’ degree timelines.

The course takes “a programmer’s perspective” [8], though, un-
like the Carnegie Mellon course that ours is based on [7, 35], this
course is intended to be students’ first exposure to the C program-
ming language. As C’s many historic quirks tend to lead to an unsafe
and challenging programming experience for newcomers [2], our
course aims to place a minimal programming burden upon students
by modifying labs from Computer Systems: A Programmer’s Per-
spective [8] to make them more accessible to students without a
strong C background. Lectures in summer course offerings have an
additional 10 minutes, which, along with a slight increase to the
pace of lecture and the removal of a few specialized but inessential
topics, left enough time to accommodate counternarratives.

2.1 Counternarratives in Systems Education
Our integration of counternarratives involved three changes: (1) an
overarching course metaphor, the House of Computing, (2) relevant
socio-technical content and counternarratives presented alongside
technical material in most lectures, and (3) assessments of coun-
ternarrative understanding, floorplans. We discuss each below.

2.1.1 The House of Computing. Effective pedagogical use of coun-
ternarratives requires establishing links between individual prob-
lems in society and their structural manifestations. Often, the con-
nection between individuals and their surrounding structures needs
to be made explicitly visible; dominant narratives tend to conceal
the existence of structures, especially those that seek to oppress,
under the guise of objectivity [30]. For instance, dominant nar-
ratives surrounding work and poverty in the United States tend
to emphasize self-reliance and personal responsibility, with little
space given to the myriad of structural factors (e.g., 50 years of
wage stagnation) that affect one’s reliance on social services.

We expected some students to come to this course with an un-
derstanding of broad structural oppression, perhaps along axes of
gender, race, and class, but we anticipated that most would lack an
understanding of structural oppression within computing, as prior
courses primarily taught dominant, technical narratives. Dominant
computing culture emphasizes values inherited from industrial
society such as efficiency, automation, and individualism over al-
ternative priorities such as inclusion and justice, and is frequently
presented without question within computing education. In addi-
tion to students lacking exposure to counternarratives, we were
concerned that students who had completed much of their course-
work might have already internalized these dominant narratives,
leaving little space for any discussion of counternarratives. Thus,
we looked to both motivate the inclusion of counternarratives as
well as establish individual-structural connections.



Countering narratives that frame computing as objective, apo-
litical, unbiased and valueless, we utilized the House of Computing
(HoC) to frame computing as a structural object warranting critique.
Our syllabus began with a metaphor:

Let’s imagine that computing is a house, maybe one
that your parents lived in, maybe one that your grand-
parents lived in as well. This house was built quite a
long time ago, somewhere in the 1940s, and has been
lived in by many, many people since. There’s a founda-
tion that’s been built a few times, there’s many, many
floors, there’s lots of furniture and decoration, some
that’s stayed around since the house was built.

The HoC represents the discipline of computing, a structural edifice
built slowly over time through the labor of individuals and groups.
We emphasized that the HoC, like many other older houses, has a
variety of structural features that were created by people who, at the
time, thought that their addition would be an improvement. Today,
some features have aged beautifully, some were trendy and fell out
of style, some have become dingy, and others are unequivocally
unsafe, especially for those with greater accessibility needs.

Each floor within the HoC builds on the foundation of the floors
below it, much like how abstractions within computing machines
build on each other. We divided our course into three units — Data
Representation, Programs, and Scale & Coherence — and treated
each as a floor within the house. Within our metaphor, many floors
exist beyond the ones explored in our course: lower floors might
house spaces for computer architecture, digital logic, and transistor
design, while higher floors might house more familiar high-level
languages like Java or Python. By framing course material as ex-
plicitly structural and learning as an exploratory process through
this structure, we hoped to frame this course as an opportunity to
question structural assumptions and pose problems, rather than
implicitly accept the validity of existing structures.

In addition to establishing connections between individual and
structural problems, pedagogical approaches that incorporate coun-
ternarratives should emphasize the malleability of structures [30].
The HoC has features that need fixing or remodeling, but structural
repair requires more finesse than simple demolition.We argued that,
for students seeking to remodel, it’s critically important to under-
stand the existing structure and motivations for creating features
that might now be considered obsolete. Without understanding
the existing structure from a socio-technical perspective, remod-
eling projects might unintentionally destroy load-bearing walls
and cause widespread collapse. For students that don’t intend to
remodel, we emphasized that the HoC remains inaccessible from
many decades-old design choices, and that we should strive for a
HoC that all students could access and feel a sense of belonging.

2.1.2 Socio-Technical Content. Prior work recognizes that students
are shaped by their perception of professional practice [14, 41],
so we sought to give counternarratives sufficient weight, relative
to existing technical content, by integrating them into as many
lectures as possible. Aiming for counternarratives with a connection
to existing technical content, we examined established course topics
through our HoC metaphor, drawing upon our existing knowledge
of counternarratives within computing, and researching additional
content as needed. Rather than describe this inclusion to students as

counternarratives, we framed additions as socio-technical content
that linked technical structures and social underpinnings.

Table 1 details the counternarratives that we chose alongside
corresponding technical topics. For each course topic, we include
the link between topic and counternarrative that we established
when constructing this course. For instance, arrays in C famously
lack bounds-checking, and dominant narratives tend to put the
onus on the individual to remember to use library functions that
dictate strict bounds checking. This individualistic framing matches
dominant narratives surrounding accessibility and one’s ability to
use technology without causing harm, thus we drew from estab-
lished work in disability studies that posed accessibility issues as
structural problems rather than individual failings [32].

Our course met for lecture three times per week for 8 weeks,
with the last 15 minutes of nearly every lecture devoted to socio-
technical content and counternarratives, with three slots devoted
to in-class critique on students’ floorplans. Counternarratives were
presented as lecture, supplemented with small group discussions
and pre-lecture readings when appropriate. We chose to place coun-
ternarratives last in lecture so that we could present dominant
narratives for contrast before delving into socio-technical topics,
though we often referred to socio-technical content throughout.
This approach allowed us to establish technical legitimacy among
more technically-minded students, ensured that technical mate-
rial for the course was adequately covered, and assured students
that this course offering would be as technically focused as prior
offerings. We considered counternarrative-exclusive lectures, but
we were concerned that technically-minded students might skip,
whereas our structure might force some degree of engagement.

2.1.3 Floor-plans. Prior offerings of this course during the COVID-
19 pandemic had opted to replace exams with Unit Summaries, in
part due to the infeasibility of administering exams remotely. The
intent of Unit Summaries was to give space for students to create a
personal artifact while engaging in the reviewing and summarizing
that would typically occur with exam review. For our offering, we
looked to assess students’ understanding of counternarratives and
opted to remain within the HoC metaphor by assigning floorplans
in lieu of Unit Summaries or exams.

For each unit, or “floor” within the HoC, we asked students
to create a representation of the spaces that the course visited
throughout the unit. Our definition of a floorplan was intentionally
vague: students could submit schematics, sketches, narratives, or
other formats that felt accessible and expressive to them. Floorplans
needed to include representations of socio-technical content; we
argued that those with career success within the HoC (for instance,
programming language designers) often have deep understandings
of both social concerns and technical concerns. We also emphasized
that established scientists and engineers go beyond descriptions
of “what is” by supplementing with context when appropriate.
Likewise, floorplans should include descriptions of why features
were includedwithin theHoC (“what was”), as well as what students
would change about this space (“what could be”).

As prior work emphasizes the importance of creative expression
as necessary for feeling that life is worth living [46] and resisting
and acting against oppression [17, 21], we wanted to make sure that
floorplans offered space for students’ creativity. Thus, no examples



Course Topic Bridge Concept Counternarratives
Accessing Memory Course Foundations The first programmers & computers as people, and the racist,

sexist motivations for automating devalued labor [4, 27]

Introduction to the C language,
Pointer arithmetic

History of C C as rugged, minimalistic & individualistic, mirroring the spirit of
the frontier from 1970s (space) and 1870s (manifest destiny)

Signed & Unsigned integers Historic Tabulation Babbage’s analytical engine automating away jobs, inspired
by Gaspard De Prony and Adam Smith

Bitwise & Boolean Operators The influence of Navya Logic
on George Boole [6]

The duality of computing’s intellectual insulation, both as isolating
and as a refuge, especially with autistic people [24]

Floating Point Shame from comparing
floats for equality

The exclusionary role of knowledge policing, community legitimacy,
and shame within CS, comparing “man cards” and “CS cards”

x86 Programming I Contrasting CISC and
RISC ISAs

Arguments have ideologically underpinnings, with a focus on 1980s
CPU advertisements and motivations for RISC ISAs [33]

x86 Programming II Processor Market Domination The growth of monopolies, within, and beyond computing, is
a result of neoliberalistic anti-trust policies [12]

x86 Procedures — Textbooks and course goals have ideological underpinnings and
design goals that can be examined through critical reading

Arrays in C Lack of array bounds-checking C’s inaccessibility when viewed from a structural lens of
access and ability, rather than an individual one [32]

Buffer Overflows Lack of array bounds-checking Technology, specifically programming languages, can be inaccessible,
expanding to race and technology and racist technologies [4]

Direct Mapped Caches Performance motiva-
tions for caches

Metrics, especially efficiency, are an ideological choice that
defines success and shapes structures as a result

Associative Caches and Locality Assuming code with
“Good Locality”

Optimizing for the average case can be problematic by erasing
diversity, drawing from critiques of machine learning [24]

Optimizing Code for Caches Objectivity in CS Positivist epistemologies and objectivity claims can cause harm
when computing and science interact with human diversity

System Control Flow & Processes Historic Operating Systems The first operating systems as people, whose jobs were automated

Virtual Memory Computing at a Global Scale “Utopian” societal visions, especially from tech leaders, emphasize an
all-encompassing scale and a technocratic, oppressive society [47]

Memory Bugs Debugging challenges Debugging is often disembodied and intellectualized, are there alternatives?

Java and C — Students’ career practice within elite institutions centers prestige [5]

Course Wrap-Up Finality How can we act to achieve alternative futures? [17, 30]

Table 1: Connections between course topics and counternarratives, ordered by their appearance in our course.

of existing floorplans were provided to students; we felt that exam-
ples might short-circuit students’ creative process. Students also
submitted reflections on learning the unit’s content. We evaluated
students along four axes: (1) how completely the floorplan repre-
sented the unit’s content, though students could justify omissions,
(2) the cohesiveness of the floorplan representation relative to the
unit’s content, emphasizing the importance of prototyping and
iteration when designing a floorplan, (3) the clarity of the floorplan
and the metaphors that a student chose, and (4) the degree that
students were creative, incorporating their own experiences and
creating a piece that was unique and personal to them. For each,
we evaluated using a 3 point standards-based grading scale [29],
averaging and rounding up to produce a grade.

3 EXPERIENCES AND REFLECTIONS
3.1 Student Experiences
Most interesting to us was students’ metacognitive awareness to-
wards structural problems [30], especially among students that had
not previously connected CS to widespread structural inequity or
were unaware of structural inequity at all. In analyzing students’
floorplan reflections and mid-quarter surveys, we found that nearly
every student expressed either some existing metacognitive aware-
ness situated within CS, or some newfound awareness that resulted
from our intervention. One in particular realized that:

A computer scientist is not always an objective individ-
ual working with universal principals, which one might
gather from the word ‘scientist’. Rather, computer scien-
tists must be mindful of their role in historical systems
[. . . ] and view their work through an informed lens.



Figure 1: One student’s floorplan for Unit 1

Several students expressed a change in how they viewed themselves
and CS. One said that as a “CS-minded person who believes efficiency
more than anything, this unit alters my mind”, the awareness of
“cultural values which implicitly affect how creators make certain
choices” was “priceless; it changes my perspective on viewing many
things”. Another found:

‘Priorities are baked in’. Even as a self-proclaimed skep-
tic, I have seen this ring true.

Some students were less enthusiastic, but noted some degree of
change:

I don’t think the socio-technical content has really changed
my life in big ways just yet, but I find myself thinking
about what I’ve learned throughout the day.

However, a few students didn’t display this awareness. One reflec-
tion viewed historic counternarratives and present-day computing
as separate:

I’ve gained a better understanding of what computer
science used to be, compared to how it is now.

Another ignored socio-technical content when responding to a
scaffolding prompt that asked if their idea of what it means to be a
computer scientist had changed:

Disagree, I don’t think we’ve learned much about com-
puting yet, but this unit did get me curious about how
computers work at the fundamental level.

In their mid-quarter feedback, a few students wanted to keep
socio-technical content, but worried about their ability to keep up
with course technical content:

The socio-technical content is really interesting but it
does kind of take time away from what a really difficult
set of technical content. I’d keep it, but it also means
making sure the technical content isn’t rushed.

Students offered several options: one wanted socio-technical con-
tent to be an optional recording alongside lecture, another suggested
devoting one lecture per week to socio-technical content:

I find the constant flipping between the two rather jar-
ring during lectures sometimes as it might often detract
from the new content that I am trying to digest or follow
the thoughts forming in my head.

Other students advocated eliminating socio-technical content:
Everything I’m learning in this course is excellent, but
the socio-technical content is boring [and] unnecessary.

While floorplans are by no means a perfect assessment of stu-
dents’ socio-technical understanding, they acted as an artifact rep-
resenting students’ relationships with course material. Looking to
assess students’ experience with the course redesign and focusing
on students’ first floorplan, the first author graded floorplans along
the rubric presented in Section 2.1.3, then performed a second round
of analysis, grouping for themes independent of the rubric. Two
students submitted floorplans following requirements from a prior
course offering, so we omitted them from our analysis.

At a high level, student floorplans either utilized metaphors to
connect socio-technical and technical material, or they avoided
using metaphors. For students that utilized metaphors (25 of 32
students), their floorplans varied around how well-suited their
representations matched the course material (cohesion) and the
uniqueness of their expressions (creativity). Students with strong
cohesive and creative representations (12 total) chose a variety of
forms: narratives that described walking through a house, pam-
phlets for gentlemen’s clubs, pop-up rooms, and a variety of visual
forms. Most chose to stay within a conventional “floor”, connecting,
for instance, operators that transformed binary representations to
kitchen knives that “transformed” ingredients into different forms,
and the English-centric ASCII encoding to multiple residents that
struggled to communicate across different bit representations. Stu-
dents that met expectations for creativity and cohesion (5 total)
surfaced metaphors that mostly fit, but likely would’ve benefited
from iteration and feedback, for instance, a multi-coursemeal where
utensils were pointers. Other students (8 total) had metaphors that
seemed somewhat haphazard, with strained connections to course
material or other metaphors, for instance, conflating variable assign-
ment to bringing in new items from outside and uniquely naming
them.

Students that chose to not utilize metaphors (7 total) created
floorplans analogous to a typical unit summary. Of these students, 3
createdmindmaps and 4 summarized thematerial linearly, with one
student submitting a linear summary alongside personal reflections
from posing socio-technical material as critical questions. We find
it worth noting that the only students that didn’t demonstrate
awareness of structural problems were those that summarized the
unit material linearly, without personal reflections (3).

Several students preferred floorplans to traditional exams:
Brainstorming and designing the project was extremely
refreshing as opposed to the traditional review for exam.

However, several students struggled with the unfamiliar format of
an open-ended, creative assignment. In their mid-quarter feedback,
one student offered:

The floor-plan part of the first unit summary was my
biggest nightmare come to life. I still enjoyed it, don’t
get me wrong, but it was a lot tougher to focus on.



Others were concerned about the correctness of their solution:
It took me quite a long time as I was stuck for a while
trying to figure out what to do for the project.

Some students procrastinated, due to the unfamiliar format:
I was extremely intimidated at the vague instructions
for the floorplan and ended up putting it off.

For some students, the vagueness proved beneficial:
I realized that innovation means working with little to
no instruction and relying on knowledge and creativity
to create a final product.

While for others, it was a waste:
I wasn’t sure what to do, and I spent a lot of time doing
a thing that did not help me learn.

3.2 Instructor Reflections
When designing this integration, our goal was a somewhat ex-
treme embedding, integrating counternarratives within every lec-
ture, with some spanning several lectures. We might have taken a
more restrained approach by incorporating curricular perspectives
and integrating counternarratives that fit best within our course,
leaving the rest for future courses (though we argue that some
especially crucial counternarratives should span multiple courses).
While our approach was ambitious and should provide scaffolding
for future instructors, student concerns about lecture pacing indi-
cate that more cuts to course content were needed. As suggested,
an approach that devoted one lecture per week to counternarratives
might offer more reasonable pacing, but we worry that students
may devalue or skip socio-technical lectures. We note that this
was the first author’s first time instructing a course, and more
experienced instructors might find a better balance.

Throughout the course, we stressed that we were willing to meet
with students who questioned the validity of presented counternar-
ratives or the legitimacy of their adoption, but no students chose to
engage in this capacity. We suspect that the enthusiasm for coun-
ternarratives that students with prior experience brought to the
classroom bolstered the material’s legitimacy and led students crit-
ical of our approach to perceive themselves as a minority. Lecture
attendance dropped throughout the term; we wonder if students
critical of counternarratives elected to not attend. For those that
chose to attend, we noted that students seemed more comfortable
with counternarratives, and themes surrounding dominant comput-
ing culture became more familiar. Some counternarrative content
was more polished than others; for less-polished material students
seemed less engaged but never combative.

Regarding floorplans, we recognized that an unfamiliar assign-
ment format and open-ended rubric requirements might unsettle
students. Our goal was an assignment that felt challenging, but ac-
cessible and supported. While we didn’t provide example floorplans,
several students found in-class critique to be especially valuable,
both as an incentive to start their floorplan and an opportunity to
integrate direction from others. However, some students still rushed
to piece together their floorplan, and perhaps attaching a superficial
grade to students’ check-in would have aided motivation.

Students varied widely in their comfort with creative expression,
and there were many additional opportunities to add scaffolding

for students with less prior experience. In general, we graded floor-
plans leniently in an attempt to alleviate students’ concerns around
grades given an unfamiliar assignment and a unique socio-technical
context, but these concerns persisted for several students. We could
have offered a framework for approaching creative work, as well
as more explicit instruction in iterative design. We also could have
further emphasized that non-visual formats, especially narratives,
were welcome representations for floorplans, as several students
expressed concern around the additional cognitive load of learning
a new expressive medium on top of an already challenging assign-
ment. More iteration on our part is needed to balance assessment
feedback with student anxieties around a new assignment.

4 FUTUREWORK
For instructors looking to embed counternarratives within CS class-
rooms, we offer a few parting words of advice. First, we found that
some of the most expressive and powerful counternarratives were
personal. Every instructor, even those with primarily dominant
identities, experiences oppression at the hands of dominant nar-
ratives and structures. In our case, body scanners within airport
security assume binary, cisgendered bodies and algorithmically
optimize for efficiency based on that assumption, at the expense
of non-normative bodies being labeled as anomalous. The first au-
thor on this work, who identifies as transgender, incorporated their
airport experience into a counternarrative around common case
optimizations within CS. Many complex experiences exist, but for
us, a close connection to one’s history and one’s experience was a
compelling guide towards constructing counternarratives.

Second, the task of choosing counternarratives to incorporate
is a creative and challenging one, requiring mental and emotional
space, and ideally would be completed before the course began. At
the onset of our course, some counternarratives felt familiar, so
constructing a framing for students was relatively simple. Others
felt less so, and constructing a framing required several hours of re-
search. For instructors looking to avoid overburdening themselves,
choosing several counternarratives and noting the accessibility of
each before the course began would be a splendid start. This would
also allow cuts to existing technical material to be more conscious
than ours, hopefully allowing for a more coherent course plan.

Finally, we feel thatmany spaceswithin CSwould benefit from an
embedded counternarratives approach. Much of computer systems
and CS broadly involves teaching about concrete, human-made,
historic structures alongside their modern-day counterparts. Few
would argue the infallibility of these structures, and so a holistic ap-
proach could frame those structures as present but not permanent.
Teaching these structures could be a praxis between constructing
and critiquing these structures, perhaps utilizing the metaphoric
framing of the House of Computing. This framing could make space
for students to not only be critical of technical structures, but
also socio-technical structures and oppressive structures, especially
when instructors are willing to co-create that context with students.
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